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abstract We have detected a strong dependence of the relative density of phase slips in the GPS nav-
igation system which are most likely to have been caused by the processes occurring in the neighborhood
of the GPS satellites, or in the plasmasphere, on the disturbance level of the Earth’s magnetosphere during
major magnetic storms and powerful solar flares.
The study is based on using Internet-available selected data from the global GPS network, with the
simultaneously handled number of receiving stations ranging from 160 to 323. The analysis used ve days
from the period 1999{2000, with the daily mean values of the geomagnetic eld disturbance index Dst from
-4 to -70 nT.
During strong magnetic storms, the relative density of phase slips exceeds the one for magnetically quiet
days by one-two orders of magnitude as a minimum, and reaches a few and (for some of the GPS satellites)
even ten percent of the total density of observations, which may be unacceptable when tackling important
navigation problems. Furthermore, the level of phase slips for the GPS satellites located on the sunward
side of the Earth was by a factor of 3-5 larger compared with the opposite side of the Earth.
For large isolated magnetic storms, a clearly pronounced eects of abrupt increase in the density of
phase slips was also observed to occur immediately after a sudden storm commencement, SSC.
A similar eect was also detected during a power solar flare of class X5.7 on July 14, 2000.
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Fig. 1: Geometry of the global GPS array as used in this study when analyzing
the phase slips of the GPS system. Dots show the location of GPS stations
(totaling 732 stations as of August 2000). The analysis used a set of stations
(from 100 to 300) with a relatively even distribution over the globe.
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Fig. 2: Variations in soft X-ray emission at 0.1{0.8 nm (a); > 1MeV proton
ux (b); and > 5 MeV (c) measured at geostationary orbit of the GOES-10
satellite (135

W ) with 5-min time resolution; and of the H-component of the
geomagnetic eld record at station Irkutsk (52.2 N; 104.3 E (d), and Dst (e)
during the magnetic storm of April 6, 2000. Mean values of the relative density
of phase slips P (t) for PRN02 (f), and PRN07 (g). Horizontal lines show the
threshold for the selected number of coincidences P3.
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Fig. 3: Same as in Fig. 2a, but for the magnetic storm of July 15,2000. Mean
values of the relative density of phase slips P (t) for PRN02 (g) and PRN24 (h).
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Fig. 4: Same as in Fig. 2a, but for the powerful solar are of July 14, 2000. Mean
values of the relative density of phase slips P (t) for ORN15 (g) and PRN21 (h).
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Fig. 5: Mean values of the observation density M(t), the density of phase slips
S(t), and of the relative density of phase slips P (t): for individual GPS satellites
as a function of universal time UT (a, b, e, f). The same values averaged over all
observed satellites and smoothed with a time window of 2 hours but as a function
of local time LT (c, d, g, h), Left - magnetically quiet day of July 29, 1999; right
- major magnetic storm of April 6, 2000. The SSC time 16:42 UT is shown in
panels e and f by a vertical bar. Horizontal lines correspond to the threshold for
the selected number of coincidences P3.
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Fig. 6: Local time LT dependence of the relative mean density of phase slips P (t)
obtained by averaging the data from all GPS satellites observed simultaneously
at the GPS stations network at elevations less than 30 . The P (t)-dependencies
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Fig. 7: Mean values of the observation density M(t), the density of phase slips
S(t), and of the relative density of phase slips P (t) for individual GPS satellites as
a function of universal time UT. Left - solar are of July 14, 2000; right - magnetic
storm of July 15, 2000. The onset times of the solar are (10:03 UT) and the
magnetic storm SSC time (14:40 UT) are shown by a vertical bar. Horizontal
lines correspond to the threshold for the selected number of coincidences P3. The
respective satellite numbers are shown at the M(t)-curves.
